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Be
Bew
ware that girl

All yyour
our twist
twisted
ed secrets

Using lies and manipulation to gain acceptance
into the popular circle at her elite New York City
school, street-smart scholarship student Kate
O'Brien finds her plans to secure an Ivy League
acceptance threatened by the appearance of a
charming newcomer who ingratiates himself
into a position that threatens to expose dark
secrets.

Invited to a mysterious scholarship
dinner, six very different high
school students find themselves
trapped in a room where one of
them must die to save the lives of
the others

by Teresa Toten

by Diana Urban

Need

#Murdertrending

by Joelle Charbonneau

by Gretchen McNeil

When the teens at Nottawa High
School are increasingly drawn into a
social networking site that promises
to grant their every need, the
community spirals into anarchy as
the site compels them to commit
increasingly malicious pranks.

Falsely accused of murdering her
stepsister, seventeen-year-old Dee
fights to survive paid assassins on
Alcatraz 2.0, the most popular
prison on social media

The bunk
bunker
er diar
diaryy

The glare

by Kevin Brooks

by Margot Harrison

Linus Weems, a street person since
leaving his father's home, is
kidnapped and taken to an
underground bunker where he is
soon joined by five others, who are
alternately cared for and tortured by
their unseen captor

Sa
Sawkill
wkill girls

by Claire Legrand

Moving to her father’s home in CA
after a decade at her mother’s
isolated ranch, a teen who has been
taught to fear technology reunites
with friends & family members before
experiencing nightmares about a
dark-web video game that poses lifethreatening dangers.

The thirt
thirteenth
eenth c
cat
at

After girls mysteriously disappear on
the island of Sawkill Rock, three
unlikely friends come together to
destroy the Collector, a monster from
another world who grows stronger
with each kill

by Mary Downing Hahn

Unnerved by the overgrown forest
near her aunt’s house and the wild
black cats that live there, Danni
encounters a mean old woman who
claims to be their owner and makes a
discovery that places her life in
danger.
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